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WELCOME FROM THE EDITORS
Welcome to our August edition which is a cornucopia of different stories. There is also
an update from the Bonfire Society regarding the Carnival for 2020 and an appeal for
help which we would urge you to read, and news about Gabriel Interiors taking over the
dry cleaning service from The Shopping Basket. Our thanks go to Joy and her wonderful
helpers for such a great service for so many years.
We are still getting letters regarding the proposed Community and Medical Centre,
making points on both sides of the argument. As we said last month, we will not be
printing any more on this subject unless and until there is a material development. We will
continue to update you, as always, on Council matters and decisions. We continue to try
to present the most balanced and neutral view we can on this subject, without letting it
dominate our limited space.
We hope you all have a wonderful summer.
Jeanette Hore & Philip James - Editors

MONTHLY SUBMISSIONS mayfieldnewsletter2012@gmail.com by noon on the 15th.
Please include your organisation, name or the topic of your copy in the Subject line of your
email. Submissions must show the subject, name of author and a contact number in case
of queries. We cannot accept hand-written copy at the Shopping Basket under current
regulations. If you cannot email, please phone 872665.
FOR ANNUAL £25 SUBSCRIPTIONS please email mfansubscriptions@gmail.com
FOR MONTHLY ADVERTISING please email mfanadvertising@gmail.com. For 3, 6, or
12 months: Black/white ¼ page from £26, or ½ page from £52. Colour for 1month ¼ page
from £20 or ½ page from £40. Copy and Bank remittance deadline 15th.
USEFUL INFORMATION
Post Office Opening Hours: Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 09.30 – 16.30; Saturday 09.30-13.00.
Closed Monday, Wednesday & Sunday.
PLEASE NOTE The Post Office will be CLOSED Saturday, 22nd August – Saturday, 5th
September.

MAYFIELD & FIVE ASHES PARISH COUNCIL NEWS AUGUST 2020
The Parish Council office reopened during July for the usual working hours that were in place
before lockdown. Due to the restricted space, only one visitor is able to enter the office at a
time to maintain social distancing. The office will however be closed for the first two weeks of
August due to annual leave.
At the time of writing this article a lot of hard work is being done to get the public conveniences
in South Street and the play areas reopened. There have been delays due to the tough
Government guidelines surrounding sanitisation and risks that need to be mitigated, to ensure
that we are adequately covered by our insurance policy. Financial implications also need to be
assessed in putting the correct procedures in place to ensure areas are safe and clean.
Parish Council grants
One of the important roles of the Parish Council is to provide grants to organisations within
Mayfield and Five Ashes to help them move forward with their own projects. Our grants policy
can be found on the Parish Council website at www.mayfieldfiveashes.org.uk in the “Key
Documents / Finance” section, along with the Approved Grant application form. To apply for a
grant for 2021/22, you will need to submit your application to the Parish Clerk by 30th September
2020, with the financial information required. Individual grants may be made available up to a
maximum of £500. They have to be match-funded so applicants must cover at least 50% of the
total project cost. If you do not have internet access, please contact the Parish Council office on
873784, so a copy of the Grants Policy and application form can be forwarded to you.
Mayfield Community and Health Centre Project Update
The Parish Council has had its loan application for £2.35M approved by the Public Works
Loan Board. This is a key milestone and means that the project can proceed from the financial
perspective.
As many will know, there has been differences of opinion amongst some councillors within the
Parish Council regarding whether a Health Centre should be included within the project. This is
despite the outcome of the Public Consultation in January 2020, showing that three out of four
respondents wanted an integrated Community and Health Centre. At the full Council meeting
on 13th July 2020, a resolution was put forward to the effect that the Parish Council should be
bound by the ‘will of the people’, as represented by the outcome of the public consultation. We
are pleased to report that this resolution was passed with 10 votes for and 5 votes against. The
minutes of the meeting are published on the Parish Council website after approval.
Now that we have certainty about the money and clarity about the direction of the project, the
next immediate requirements are to come to an understanding with Fields in Trust (who protect
King George V Playing Fields), and with Wealden District Council regarding the precise future
working arrangements.
Once the above agreements are in place, an architect can be appointed, who will be charged
with recommending some design options covering precise location, internal layout, massing of
the building and aesthetic look, together with estimated costs of each option. These options
will be presented to the Parish at a second Public Consultation, which will take place early in
2021, when the village can decide on its preferred option. The plan is for the building to be
located on the brownfield part of Court Meadow, in the area adjacent to the existing hall.

Once a decision has been made on a design option the architect will develop detailed plans,
apply for planning permission, and, if approved, the building contract can then be awarded.
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19, there has been a small slippage, and the completion and
occupation are now anticipated to be in early 2023.
Warning: Batteries can cause refuse truck fires
Common household batteries have caused two separate bin collection truck fires in Wealden,
after sparks ignited the surrounding rubbish. In one incident, a mobile phone battery exploded
and caught fire. Thankfully no-one was hurt in either event, but there was significant service
disruption to refuse and recycling collections. Batteries and small electrical items of any kind
pose a fire risk, if placed amongst rubbish and recycling. The risk is much higher in hot weather.
To help prevent future fires, please place them in a separate bag on top of either your rubbish
or recycling bin for collection. If you can remove batteries from items first, please do so. Please
take any larger electrical items which do not fit into a carrier bag to a household waste and
recycling site.
Warning from Action Fraud
Despite shops re-opening across the UK, many of us continue to shop online. Please remain
vigilant and take extra care. Over £16 million has been lost to online shopping fraud during
lockdown. Top tips to help you and your family enjoy a secure online shopping experience:1: Choosing where you shop
If you are making a purchase from a company or person you do not know and trust, carry
out some research first, and ask a friend or family member for advice before completing the
purchase. If you go ahead with the purchase, use a credit card, as credit card providers insure
online purchases.
2: Keep your devices up to date
Install the latest software and app updates. These usually contain important security updates
that can protect you against fraud and identity theft.
3: Secure your email account
Secure your important accounts with a good password - especially your email. Cyber criminals
want to hack into your email account, and look for information like bank details and the logins
for your other online accounts, but they will also make use of things like your address or date
of birth, when trying to crack your passwords. Choose one that you do not use anywhere else.
If then an attacker manages to access your email, they will not be able to log into your online
bank account.
4: Take care with links in emails and texts
Some of the emails or texts may contain links to fake websites, designed to steal your money
and personal details.
Not all links are bad, but if you are unsure do not use the link but go separately to the website.

5: Turn on two-factor authentication (2FA)
To give any online account additional protection, where possible, turn on two-factor
authentication(2FA). This is a way for your service to double check you really are the person you
claim to be when logging in.
6: Use a password manager
If you have lots of accounts, the temptation to re-use passwords and usernames is pretty
strong. To avoid this use a password manager. These systems remember all your login details
for you, so you can choose good passwords for each of your online accounts, without worrying
about losing or forgetting them. The only password you will need is the one for the password
manager application itself
7: Do not give away too much information
You should not need to give out your mother’s maiden name, or the name of your primary
school, in order to buy something. There are some obvious details that an online store will
need, such as your address and your bank details, but be cautious if they ask for details that
are not required for your purchase. Only fill in the mandatory details of forms when making a
purchase, usually marked with an asterisk*.If you can avoid it, do not create an account on a
new site, unless you are going to use that site a lot in the future.
8: When things go wrong
We all make mistakes, and these days the scams can be incredibly convincing. If you think
you may have been taken in by a bogus website, you should first, take a note of the website’s
address, then close down your internet browser, report the details to Action Fraud and contact
your bank to seek advice. Whether you have been a victim of fraud will depend on how much
information you have provided to the website. Keep an eye on bank transactions, if you can.
Contact your bank immediately about anything that you do not recognise, even small amounts
on your statement.
Temporary road closure
Criers Lane in Five Ashes will be closed from the junction with Skippers Hill to the junction
with Queensmount from 10th August to 13th August, to allow South East Water to carry out
apparatus repair works.
Meetings
Planning Committee Zoom meetings this month will be held at 10am on Monday, 3rd August and
Monday, 24th August. Council and Committee meetings will be convened as and when urgent
decisions are required and for financial matters. The Meeting Schedule with agendas, minutes
of meetings and other documentation is available for viewing online at www.mayfieldfiveashes.
org.uk and at the Parish Council Office. Please email the Clerk for meeting joining instructions
up to half an hour before a meeting commences.
Janna Todd - Parish Clerk to Mayfield and Five Ashes Parish Council
The Old Manor House, High Street, Mayfield TN20 6AL
Telephone 873784
E-mail: clerk@mayfieldfiveashes.org.uk
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Office Opening

MAYFACS

Barring more Government guidelines, we hope to have the office open on Mondays throughout
August, apart from the Bank Holiday. If we have to have the door shut, please knock and wait
for an answer, and be aware of the 2m distance rule.
Please keep a look-out for the upcoming questionnaire that will be coming out to every
household, for us to gain some valuable information arising from the Covid crisis, so that
MAYFACS can move forward and serve our communities better.
Helpline
We are still here and providing support if you need it. If you need help with prescription
collection, shopping, you are contacted by test & trace or you just want to talk to us, please do
ring 873888.
Community Transport
Community Cars is now under our umbrella. We will still be providing transport to medical and
dental appointments. Just ring 873888, leave your name, telephone number, date, time and
place of your appointment. You will be contacted. However, please note, the messages are
checked frequently, but not at weekends and please give as much notice as possible.

Face Coverings
New guidance about face coverings has been issued. We still have a supply of cloth face
coverings. Please telephone 873888 if you would like one.
Please be aware Stagecoach, who operate our bus services, are asking passengers who are
unable to wear a face covering whilst using their services, due to a health condition or disability,
to apply for a COVID-19 Face Covering Journey Assistance Card. There is also a special one
for those who need the driver to lower their face covering because they lip read. We can help
you apply for such a card. We will also make checks to see what will be needed if you require
exemptions regarding face coverings in shops.
Hardship Fund
As utility companies and councils are now able to chase for late payments, if you need a bit of
help financially, please do get in touch. You can ring 873888 leave your name and telephone
number and someone will call you back, or email hardshipfund@mayfacs.org.uk . We treat
every contact in the strictest confidence.
Wimbledon Tea Treat
With Wimbledon cancelled, we took strawberries and cream to 80 households last month. Our
thanks to Lucy and her ladies from the Pink Cabbage and our volunteer deliverers. Although
the weather was rather unkind to us that day, rain didn’t stop play!
Just Giving
Thank you to the many people who have made financial donations to us. Everything helps,
especially as we are receiving no income from our activities.
If you wish to donate to support what we are giving to the community, please go to www.
justgiving/mayfacs and donate online to support us.
Easyfundraising
For those things that you cannot get in the village and for which you need to online shop,
please go through our Easyfundraising site and earn extra pennies for us as a charity. It does
not cost you anything! www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/mayfacs/
Contact Details – Shirley Holland, Alex Firrell or Freya Huxtable
Telephone: 873888 and leave a message. We will phone you back.
www.mayfacs.org.uk; Emails: manager@mayfacs.org.uk; alexandra@mayfacs.org.uk; freya@
mayfacs.org.uk

FEATURES
SUSSEX WILDLIFE TRUST
GREAT GREEN BUSH CRICKET - THE SOUND OF SILENCE
I’m a huge fan of sci-fi B-movies and they don’t come any better (or worse) than 1957’s Beginning
of the End. It’s the usual story; overeager government scientists, intent on increasing crop yield,
inadvertently create giant irradiated grasshoppers the size of doubler decker buses, which set
about destroying Chicago. There are some similar creatures lurking around Sussex. OK, they’re
not going to come stomping around Sompting any day soon but they’re still mighty impressive.
The Great Green Bush Cricket can claim to be Britain’s biggest insect. Yet this Godzilla of the
undergrowth is surprisingly hard to see. Its long, leaf-like body blends in amongst the brambles
rendering it almost invisible. Bug eyes, impressive jaws and twirling antennae give it some
monster movie credentials but there’s nothing to fear from this harmless native.
There are about 35 species of crickets and grasshoppers (Orthoptera) in Britain. Crickets differ
from grasshoppers by having much longer, thread-like antennae and they ‘sing’ by rubbing
their wings together (while grasshoppers rub their legs against their wings). This song, or
stridulation, is the male’s way of romancing a female, who, if interested, will reply. The best
chance of finding the Great Green Bush Cricket is to head out on a warm August evening and
listen for their downland duets – a loud, incessant rattle. Imagine an enthusiastic maraca player.
I recently went for a walk through the flower-rich meadows of Sussex Wildlife Trust’s Southerham
reserve. I was blown away by the wall of sound created by hundreds of crickets and grasshoppers
but it became apparent that not everyone could hear this orthopteran orchestra. The sad truth
is that as we get older our ears can’t tune in to the higher frequencies produced by these
insects and species by species they fall silent. I have a compilation CD of the chirps and buzzes
of Britain’s crickets and grasshoppers – a sort of ‘Now That’s What I Call Stridulation’. I played it
this morning and track 24 had gone. It was there a few years ago but now… silence. I’ve started
to lose my crickets. The beginning of the end.
It isn’t just me who will be hearing less wildlife in the future. Our countryside is becoming
quieter as crickets, bees and birds vanish. Wildflower meadows, the home to crickets and
grasshoppers, have been lost and the wildlife that depends on them have silently disappeared.
The ‘Silent Spring’ predicted by Rachel Carson in 1962 has seeped across every season. This
August, get out and listen to the sounds of summer before they fade.
Michael Blencowe

TALES OF A MAKEUP ARTIST
Linda Burr is a retired makeup and hair artist for the BBC (MUA). She worked there for many
years, on countless film and television productions, assisting predominantly on period dramas,
where the hair and makeup team had an important role in bringing an era to life. I spoke to her
about her work; her experiences, challenges, diva actors and the importance of continuity in TV
and film hair and makeup.
What did you work on during your time as a MUA?
I was trained by the BBC in 1977, and I spent 25 years in the profession, mainly working for
the Corporation, where we were expected to work on every programme imaginable, from big
period dramas through to Blue Peter and The News. After going freelance, I also worked in
theatre and film, and one of my last jobs was as hair and makeup artist to Davina McCall in
‘Don’t Try This at Home’.
What time periods have you covered in your work?
Near enough everything! I’ve done Early British, when I did Saxons for Ivanhoe, ancient Rome,
lots of Victorian dramas, all the decades of the 20th century, and anything which comes your
way.
Did you find any era more challenging?
I wouldn’t say the challenges are based on a particular era, but you must think about the
character within their era rather than just the era itself. Their age and class for example, are
huge factors. Sometimes you must make the wig look like it’s badly fitted, to coincide with the
characters personality for example, and other times you must hide the fact they’re wearing a
wig entirely. The big challenge, though, is maintaining continuity. Nothing is done in sequence.
During the summer, you would spend weeks on location shooting the exteriors of a drama.
Then, often, many months later, the interiors would be filmed in the studio so it’s vital that
the hair and makeup looks the same as it did in the summer shoot. Both interior and exterior
film will end up in the same scene, sometimes only moments apart on screen, so maintaining
continuity is really important. Another big challenge can be the actors themselves!
Did you deal with many difficult actors?
You do get some very difficult actors! I’ve even worked on a few productions, where an actor
does that classic diva trope of insisting they can only be shot from one side. You must keep to
your brief even though sometimes they don’t like it. For example, before the 1920s, if women
wore makeup, they would be considered whores. However, you have the actors still wanting to
look good, so it can be a bit of a struggle, because you must keep it as natural as possible and
not apply too much, despite their wishes! I had one famous actor in the chair, and I was shading
under her chin to give her jowls, to make her look older for a part. She snatched the brushes
out of my hand and wiped off all my work in front of me in hysterics. I came to find that there
are those in the industry who are generally very insecure and face a lot of pressure, so you do
get a lot of divas, who can be very critical of your work, not because it’s bad, but because it’s
not necessarily attractive. This can lead to all sorts of ‘horrors’ such as Shirley MacLaine, in the
last series of Downton Abbey. As a Hollywood star she had obviously demanded the full works,
including false eyelashes, a look that was so outrageously wrong for the era.

What was your process in creating a look?
You’d be given a script and then it would be down to you to create something. You’d work out
the exact year, and what their social class was, which was a big factor. In Victorian England, for
example, richer ladies had maids to do elaborate hairstyles for them, which lower classes would
emulate, but to a much lesser and more messy degree. I also notice now, a lot of people make
mistakes when they don’t consider the age of a character, since older ladies would not have
followed the top fashions. Like now, older people would wear styles popular a few generations
before. If you look at the Queen for example, her hair and makeup is still very much 1950s
because that was what was popular when she was young. To make a look realistic, you sort of
put yourself in the character’s shoes and consider aspects, like age, which will affect their sense
of style.
If I wanted to wear a classic 60s outfit for a fancy-dress party, how would you emulate
the look with hair and makeup?
For the 60s, It’s about the backcombing! You’ve got the beehive style which is a lot of
backcombing and then wrapping the hair around and doing a French pleat at the back of the
hair. Another simple one, which is a great 60s look, is the high ponytail but with backcombing
to add height. You can wrap a bit of hair around the hair tie too, which is something they did
later in the decade. For makeup, eyeliner suddenly came in, with a flick up at the corner of the
eye, and by the mid-sixties this was paired with false eyelashes. Early sixties, it was shell-pink
lipstick, but by the mid-sixties this changed to white lipstick, although you never really see this
on TV because it doesn’t show up well on camera!
What about some of the earlier eras?
In the Victorian era, there were lots of changes in style. Interestingly, a lot of the hair would
match the clothes. For example, in the 1880s women started wearing dresses with big bustles
at the back and hair suddenly became about mimicking that shape, with it all bundled up at
the back, with lots of twiddly bits and curls coming out at the front. Similarly, where Edwardian
style was the cinched-in waist with the puffy sleeves, the hair became puffy as well. It was the
‘cottage loaf’look. There was a bit of backcombing, all tied up and puffed out, but with a bun
on top. Princess Anne still wears it now, since it came back in the seventies!
Do you have any advice for people wanting to get into the industry?
Unfortunately, the BBC doesn’t do their apprenticeships anymore, which was how I started. If
it’s something you’d like to get into, you will have to pay to do training courses at college these
days. Although I’d recommend helping in amateur dramatic shows, to get some first-hand
experience. Like every skill, you learn as you practise, so practise as much as you can!
Thank you, Linda!
Holly Slimming

BOOK REVIEW: SACRED COUNTRY BY ROSE TREMAIN
This book was published in 1992, long before gender politics became mainstream.The subject
matter for the time was highly original and is dealt with in a tender and insightful way. The main
story is of Mary and her quest to become a boy. We see her as a child aged six, standing out in
an East Anglian field with her family, to mark the funeral of George IV, when she experiences an
epiphany: “I am not Mary. That is a mistake. I am not a girl. I’m a boy. This was how and when it
began, the long journey of Mary Ward.”
Although Mary’s story lies at the heart of the novel, the theme is embedded into a rich array
of characters and their lives. They are, almost without exception, portrayed as eccentric and
quirky, but come across as real and rounded, and show character development throughout.
Mary experiences cruelty but also immense kindness, managing to identify people along
the way who see her as a person needing love and support. For example: Miss McRae who
looks like a person made of bark and was brought up in a lighthouse; Thomas Cord, Mary’s
grandfather, who wrote with green ink and had a liking for Wincarnis ginger wine and Edward
Harker, the maker of cricket bats, who believed in reincarnation and finds love in the most
unexpected place. In fact, the novel is full of the unexpected, the reader constantly being
surprised by all the twists and turns along the way, often leading to positive change and hopes
realised. The sense of place is strong in the novel, starting in a bleak rural Suffolk, which acts
as a fitting backdrop to Mary’s early life. It then moves to London in the sixties and ends in
Nashville Tennessee.
I first read this book in the 90s and enjoyed it immensely. I recently reread it, and was interested
to see whether it had held its own against a much changed cultural and social background.
I was not disappointed and enjoyed it just as much on second reading. Rose Tremain is the
mistress of her art. Her writing is sublime, sensitive and at times extremely funny. In my opinion,
Sacred Country is a magnificent novel which should not be missed.
Barbara Murray

VILLAGE PEOPLE
AMY SMITH
There is a group of people in the village who, as Covid 19 started to emerge, were preparing
for the major changes that happen at the end of school life: revision, exams, planning for the
future, university places and all the rites of passage that go with them. Much of this, as we know,
was brought to a sudden halt, with exams being cancelled and young people being catapulted
into a kind of limbo. I thought it would be of interest to interview someone who has been, and
is still going through, this uniquely challenging time and local girl Amy Smith kindly agreed.
Perhaps we could start by you telling me something about your life?
I am eighteen years old and have lived in Mayfield my whole life. I live with my lovely parents
and my older sister, who has Downs Syndrome and epilepsy. I work at Truffles bakery in the
village on Saturdays.

Where did you go to school and what were you studying?
I went to Uplands Community College in Wadhurst. I was in year thirteen and, before Covid,
was preparing to take my A Levels this summer. I studied Maths, Physics, Product Design and
Geography, with the hope of becoming an engineer in the future.
Do you have specific interests and activities?
Now that I don’t have any exams to prepare for, I’ve found myself with lots of free time, so
I’ve done my best to fill it well! I’ve taken up painting again; I’m no Picasso but I find it very
therapeutic. My Mum also kindly got me some air-drying clay, which I’ve had a lot of fun with.
To keep myself active, I’ve played tennis with my Mum, have taken up running and have started
‘Couch to 5k’, which I’ve really enjoyed! Since lockdown has prevented additional help coming
in to support my sister Katie, I have spent time keeping her occupied. I have taken on the role
of teacher, personal trainer and comedian to entertain her.
How has Covid crisis impacted on your life, for better or worse?
It has definitely had an impact on me, and on us all in some way. For me, the whole situation
has been such a shock to the system. I’ve found the cancelling of my exams to be particularly
worrying, as it is all out of my hands. I just hope the work I put in earlier this year is shown in the
grade I get on Results day. I imagine anyone else that was supposed to take exams this year
feels the same. Lockdown has prevented me from seeing my friends and family and that has
been really hard. I am thankful for social media as it has meant I could still catch up with them,
even if it’s not quite the same as having a chat in person.
What are your hopes for the future?
I have been offered a place at Imperial College, London, to study Design Engineering starting
in September. Hopefully, the university can open up enough to have students on campus, rather
than online study, but again, this is uncertain. To be frank with you, this is my biggest worry as
I feel my future is out of my control, due to events that are bigger than me and anything I can
do. Regardless, I remain optimistic about the future and feel lucky to have had the support of
my family and friends throughout this time.
Thank you so much Amy for this honest insight into the challenges you are facing and your
hopes for the future. I’m sure everyone who reads this will be wishing you the very best of luck.
Barbara Murray

WHAT KATHY DID NEXT….
Sue Smith meets the actor, Kathryn Pogson
When I was a little girl, I thought it would be fun to act. Indeed, I could be a real ‘drama queen’
on occasions, according to my mother, and, like many of us, no doubt, I have since appeared
in various amateur productions, both at school, and also in village halls, during my adult life.
However, how many of us at the age of 12, told their parents that they were going to act as a
career, come what may, and have actually achieved that ambition? Few, I would suggest, have

the staying power to survive and succeed in what we all know is a very demanding profession,
but Kathryn Pogson obviously possessed it. In Mayfield she is better known to us as Kathy
Browne, but how many realise what a successful film and stage actress we have in our midst?
Maybe that staying power came from the gritty Yorkshire background in Halifax where she was
brought up. Attending Crossley and Porter Girls’ Grammar School, she was rather ‘put out’ not
to get a part in the school play, (despite having shown obvious ability from an early age), as
this would be encouraging a dubious career choice, but a drama teacher known to her locally
could tell she ‘had it in her’. She involved Kathy in a variety of demanding productions, which
she produced in her barn and which is where Kathy truly began to learn her craft. From then on
there was no stopping her, as her parents realised and, despite having grave reservations, they
wisely did not stand in her way.
You only have to Google her name to find out what she has done, but over the last forty years,
she has appeared in many films, such as Terry Hands’ 1985 cult film ‘Brazil’, and in well-known
TV programmes, including more recently ‘Holby City’, ‘Vera’, ‘Foyle’s War’ and ‘Midsomer
Murders’.
Nevertheless, theatre is her preferred medium, and it was at the Public Theatre, New York,
in 1986, appearing in ‘Aunt Dan and Lemon’, that she became the first British actress to win
an OBIE, and she was given a Drama Desk Nomination. She has also appeared, notably, in
Shakespeare’s ‘Richard II’ (West End), ‘The Merchant of Venice’ (The Globe) and ‘Hamlet’ (West
End), and Jean Genet’s ‘The Balcony’ (Royal Shakespeare Company). More importantly, it was
as a result of her success on Broadway that she met her true love, Stuart Browne. A young
British writer, living in New York, he was encouraged to contact her by his colleague. When he
asked why he should do so, he was told “because you are going to marry her”! It sounds like a
good storyline for a ‘romcom’, but in two short years married they were, and in 1997 they came
to Mayfield, having wanted to move out of London and having fallen for the village, as many
people do.
Stuart became a well-known character in the village, bringing with him a colourful past, which
he brought to life in his acclaimed novel ‘Dangerous Parking’, but their happiness together, with
2 young children, was cut short. In November 1997 Stuart died from a long-standing cancer. It
was a devastating blow for Kathy and her family, and one from which, clearly, she has still not
entirely recovered.
Having settled down with a family, firstly in London and then in Mayfield, interspersed with
intermittent acting roles, Kathy had begun to work at the London Centre of Fordham University,
New York, teaching on their Theatre Programme. Following Stuart’s death, she continued to
act and teach, eventually becoming Director of the Programme. She has continued in this role
up to the very recent time, passing on to her students all the very best she has gained over the
years in performance skills. In doing so, she has also given them many valuable lessons for life,
such as the art of good communication, which is not one to be underestimated, self-confidence
and an awareness of the many complexities of human psychology.
With lockdown however came a pause, the students fled home, and unfortunately not to return,
as the 40 year old prestigious Department has been closed permanently to provide more space

for…Business students. Kathy is sad but undaunted and in a positive mood. She was also very
touched, some weeks ago, to receive a video which hundreds of her students had put together,
expressing their appreciation of what she had done for them over the years, probably providing
the kind of inspiration her drama teacher gave her.
This is the first time in a long while that she has time to think about what comes next. Since
she has been living in Mayfield, she has directed several productions, including ‘Husbands and
Lovers’ by Ference Molnar for the Phoenix Players, which she says was good to rehearse, as she
could work with each individual couple separately, and ‘Our Country’s Good’ by Timberlake
Wertenbaker for The Wateryard Group, of which she is a Patron.
Let us hope that Mayfield will continue to benefit from Kathy’s undoubted talent, and that we
shall also be seeing her in many theatre and TV roles in the future, lockdown permitting, as it is
clear that she still has plenty to offer. Watch this space!

UP AND DOWN THE HIGH STREET
POST OFFICE NEWS
The Post Office and Rusdens Home will be closed Saturday, 22nd August – Saturday 5th
September. I am going on holiday and have no Post Office cover.
Jo Eates

DRY CLEANING SERVICE NOW AT GABRIEL INTERIORS
We have now taken over the laundry services that used to be available at The Shopping Basket.
We are open for drop offs and collections of laundry/dry cleaning: Tuesday, Wednesday &
Thursday 10-4 and Saturday 10-1. We will be closed Monday and Friday until September.
Southborough will be collecting any laundry or dry cleaning on a Thursday only, at the moment.
I would therefore recommend dropping off by Wednesday, for a collection that week, ensuring
it would be delivered back the following Thursday.
Please drop off and book in at Gabriel Interiors, as Miss Scarlett must be accessed by
appointment only, due to the Bridal and Government guidelines for COVID-19.
Do remember we also offer our own alteration service for garments and curtains, so do drop
these off at the same time. If your alteration requires a fitting, just give us a ring first, so we can
make an appointment for you.
Please give me a ring on either 873520 or 873670 with any queries. Thanks.
Hannah

MAYFIELD CHIROPODY & PODIATRY CLINIC
We are gradually reopening the clinic with limited days, and following safety guidelines
for COVID-19 from the Government and The College of Podiatry and The Health & Care
Professions Council (HCPC). This is restricted to one patient at a time and by appointment only.
If you would like an appointment, please telephone 873848.

OUR CHURCHES
COLKINS MILL CHURCH
It is good to be enjoying some of the freedoms from lockdown - especially having friends around
for dinner. I am glad that Churches can open up for worship at last, though with understandable
restrictions to safeguard from the risks arising from many people meeting together in one
place. At Colkins Mill Church we have decided to continue to meet on-line through July and
August, as we can continue to sing, albeit from home, and there is no restriction on numbers.
Zoom Church is quite popular with folk, I suspect partly because you can get out of bed later
and still ‘get to’ Church. Some unexpected benefits have included drawing friends in from
Europe, Africa and Asia to join us in fellowship, or as visiting speakers.
Another benefit of meeting on-line is that it has enabled us to get on with the Church building
project, which is now nearly finished! The construction work is done, Church members have
been fantastic at taking on the mammoth task of decorating, and the place is looking sharp!
Carpets go in from tomorrow as I write, which should complete the transformation into a warm
and welcoming building. As a Church we want to be a blessing to the village, and we hope that
this reconfiguration of our building will allow us to do that.
Last Sunday we read this verse, which continues to be relevant to us in these tricky days; “Clothe
yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and humility.” Colossians 3.12
Steve Harland Contact@colkinsmillchurch.org.uk Tel 873194/ 07595440155

ST. THOMAS OF CANTERBURY
After many weeks of adjusting to lockdown, we are now able to venture out and discover the
‘new normal.’ It is wonderful, at last, to have the Church open and to be able to attend Mass at
least once a week. In order to accommodate all the parishioners, Father Patrick is saying Mass
most days, so that those who attend can be spaced appropriately. For some, the ‘new normal’
might mean a new ‘Holy Day’ instead of Sunday.
Many people are very frightened by the daily bulletins and the uncertainty of what lies ahead.
The news is almost entirely negative and it is not surprising that the ‘mental health’ of old and
young has been affected by their experiences. Let us hope for a more optimistic future and put
our trust in God.
Mary Brentnall

ST. DUNSTAN’S - OUR CHURCH, OUR CHALLENGE, OUR CHOICE
Hopefully all households in Mayfield and Five Ashes will have received a leaflet ‘Our church,
Our Challenge, Our Choice’ produced by the Mayfield PCC. Whilst so many in our immediate
community support our Parish Church in a myriad of different ways, whether by attending
services and/or concerts and community events, arranging flowers, participating in the choir,
bell-ringing or generous giving for specific building projects, for which we are extremely grateful,
we find ourselves in the predicament of still being unable financially to meet our annual costs.
In weekly terms there is a shortfall of £574, and over the year this adds up to quite a considerable
amount! Having done the maths, the leaflet shows that with an increased number of people
giving just the cost of a pint of beer or a coffee each week, this would contribute significantly
towards the running costs of a building, which lies at the heart of our community, and more
importantly would help to cover the cost of our Vicar ,and all that he or she and others from the
Church do and will do in our community.
Fr Nigel will have left us by the time you read this, but the Churchwardens and PCC are keen
to let you know that it’s ‘Business as usual’ – or as much as it can be with social distancing
restrictions still in place! Church services have resumed – 10am on Wednesdays, 10.15am
on Sundays – with online services also continuing (please see the Church website www.
stdunstansmayfield.org.uk).
Thank you to those who have already responded to our Appeal. The response has been heartwarming. Should you feel able to contribute to our Parish Giving Scheme (either by increasing
your gift or setting up a new account), please do contact Lionel Robinson on 872268 or email
lrobinson246@btinternet.com. If you have not seen our Appeal leaflet, there are plenty available
at the back of St Dunstan’s, where there is also a card-reader for one-off donations.
During the lockdown, expenses continued to mount, but the all-important contributions to the
church plate ceased. Now is the time to redress our shortfall and hopefully get our financial
affairs in order before the arrival of a new incumbent, whenever that might be. Your prayers
would be greatly appreciated.
Julia Lawrence, St Dunstan’s PCC, 872389

OUR SCHOOLS
NEWS FROM FIVE ASHES CE PRIMARY SCHOOL
We are now approaching the end of the School Year and we are so very proud of all our children.
It has been a tough and challenging period for everyone and we are so excited to hopefully
welcome back all the children in September. The school has remained open from the initial
lockdown in March for Key Workers, and since June 1st we have been able to welcome back
additional children. However this has been limited due to the size of our school and the need
for social distancing. The children, who have had to continue to learn from home, have been
amazing. Their parents’ support has been vital, and we cannot praise them enough. Daily work
is set and put on the website for each class, and the children in school have been carrying out
the same learning. I would like to thank all the staff from Five Ashes, who have worked tirelessly

and with real determination and enthusiasm. We look forward to letting you know about all the
fun and exciting learning the children will experience in September.
Mr Gurr

MAYFIELD PRE-SCHOOL UPDATE
Firstly, I would like to say a huge thank you to all the Pre-School staff who arranged a wonderful
send off this week for the children leaving for School. Despite the current situation, they made
the Pre-School as welcoming and wonderful as ever for those children who returned before the
summer, and we cannot wait to open the doors again, hopefully in a more normal environment,
in the autumn.
There are still a few places available for children to start with us in September. If you would like
to make an enquiry, please email Lauren on preschoolmayfield@hotmail.co.uk
As you know, due to Covid-19, we have unfortunately had to cancel many recent fundraising
events, which means we are desperately short on fundraising on which we completely rely!
However, there is a way you can help! We have set up a fantastic opportunity to sponsor the
Pre-School. We are asking individuals and local businesses to sponsor us with amounts from £2
to £20 a month - this will make a big difference to this wonderful village facility. If you’d like to
register, go to the Preschool website www.mayfieldpreschool.co.uk/save-our-preschool
We are so grateful for all the amazing support we continue to receive from the community.
Thank you!
Becky Morris, Pre-School Chairman

ROUND AND ABOUT OUR VILLAGES
CHRIS STEVENSON - KEEPING THE VILLAGE IN TOUCH - DEVICES
So, where to begin? Firstly, a thank you to Barbara for her wonderful introductory article in the
last issue, and then a warm welcome for all of you, to my new column / blog / thing. (If you’re
not sure what a blog is yet, don’t worry - that’s what I’m here for!).
Anyway (and there really is no way around this), every month we are going to be talking about
‘Tech’, a subject that I realise can cause feelings of bafflement, fear, frustration and boredom often all at once - in many of us. Whereas for others we could not now conceive of a world where
we do not have an internet-connected device within easy reach, to check our emails, WhatsApp
our friends, Zoom our colleagues or see videos of cats playing the piano on Youtube. (That last
one might just be me!).
Talking of devices, this seems as good a place to start as any for this month. You are not going
to get far without one, and this, in itself, can be a confusing area.
Fifteen years ago, when we were talking about getting “online”, we were really only talking
about using a computer and even then, it could be bewildering. Do I get an Apple Mac or a

Windows PC? Do I get a laptop or desktop? How much RAM should I have? What the heck is
RAM anyway and why is it so important? These questions are still relevant today, but we also
live in an age now where the (smart)phone in your pocket is more powerful than that computer
of 15 years ago. Where we have iPads and android tablets; where our TVs can stream the latest
blockbuster and Netflix show to us; where the fridge can text you to say the milk has gone off
and could you get some more please? (I am not making this up!).
Hopefully you are all still with me. At the end of the day your choice of device will come down
to what you want or need to use it for, and what your budget is. Often a tricky balancing act which is why Kent & Sussex IT Services offer a sourcing and recommendation service for anyone
interested.
In the blog version of this article (available on my website at the address below) I will go into
more detail on the main types of devices you can use to get online, and some of the pros and
cons of each. I realise that this may be a challenge if you do not already have a device in the
first place, or an internet connection, so I can provide a printed copy on request. Do please get
in touch. Talking of which, I have yet to decide on next month’s topic and it would be good to
hear your suggestions. Given recent world events, it might be good to prioritise some areas
over others.
07899 955289
www.kentandsussexitservices.co.uk enquiries@kands-it.co.uk

WALKING MAYFIELD
Mayfield is blessed with an abundance of footpaths, bridleways and narrow lanes, many of
great antiquity and often oriented towards the church of St. Dunstan’s, which from 960 AD predated the village itself by about three hundred years. Medieval parishioners living in dispersed
settlements, alerted by the peal of bells, would walk uphill to worship.
Meanwhile, walking today seems to have increased in the parish as a healthy release from lockdown, so it is appropriate to encourage more walking and exploring by offering information
about the routes available.
The best way to explore, make up your own routes and expand your horizons is to use Ordnance
Survey (OS) Explorer series of maps. Sheets 135 and 136 cover the parish, costing £8.99 each. If
you wish to have Mayfield on one sheet, this can be purchased from OS for £16.99 centred on
your own postcode. There are many apps available, but some navigation skills are needed to
use them effectively. (MapMyWalk, Fitbit App Mobile Tracker, WalkmeterGPS, Footpath Route
Planner for iPhone). However, many of the following ideas come with free maps.
The best local website is Roger Stone’s “www.routopedia.com” which contains many Mayfield
walks.”www.wadhurstpark.co.uk” owned by the Rausing family has many permissive paths in
both Mayfield and Wadhurst. A printable map is available there. The growing 800hectare estate
includes substantial parts of Mayfield managed, according to ecological principles outlined
on their website. “We are exploring ways to share the estate more with visitors and the local
community.” East Sussex County Council Rights of Way department has an interactive map,
which details all Mayfield’s paths and bridleways. Mayfield Parish Council website has free walks

leaflets to download and has updated a printed booklet which includes eleven Mayfield walks,
available from “Four Winds” price £5. Further afield in the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
there are walks on “www.highweald.org” ...follow “explore-sussex, walking”. Wealden District
Council has other walks on “www.gov.uk”... follow “leisure, walking in wealden”.
The modern network of routes is maintained by East Sussex County Council, in partnership
with the Parish Council. The former has an online reporting system for dealing with problems;
priority is given to statutory responsibilities such as footbridge repairs. The Parish Council has
its own Rights of Way and Trees Committee, chaired by Jerry Watkiss, who oversees members,
with an encyclopaedic knowledge of our network. There is a group of volunteers who carry out
work such as clearance, stile repair and installation of steps, although in recent times this has
been less active. These public authorities act as a bridge between walkers and landowners,
liaising with the latter, encouraging them to live up to their responsibilities, a task made easier
if walkers respect the Countryside Code, by controlling dogs, shutting gates, not leaving litter
and keeping to authorised paths.
Mayfield offers some of the best walking country in the South of England, with ever-changing
views, as ridges rise and fall, woodland passes to farmland and there are rich flora and fauna.
The disadvantage of a hill climb to the village at the end of a walk can be mitigated by driving
to a parking place to walk from. Parking can be found at the bottom of Newick Lane, in
Tidebrook, near Gillhope Farm and Pound Bridge on the Witherenden Road, or at the junction
of Little Trodgers Lane and Lake Street. Wet weather clay problems can be averted by walking
on tarmac lanes around Five Ashes or keeping to ridge-top lanes. Catching a bus to a nearby
place (Mark Cross or Heathfield?) and walking back is another idea.
Landscape history can be one interest in walking. The Parish has much evidence of iron-working,
detailed at “www.wealdeniron.org.uk”.The medieval boundary between the Norman rapal
divisions (Hastings to the east and Pevensey to the west), is still marked in places by a ditch
and bank. This line goes from Newick Lane, up Piccadilly Lane, through the Warren to Coggins
Mill and thence to Snape Wood. Medieval Deer park boundaries (more ditch and bank) can be
seen to the north of the village, in Hawksden Wood and at Bivelham. Much remains of medieval
wood banks, created to protect new coppice from animal predation, especially by roaming
herds of pigs eating autumn acorns and beech mast.
The most visible fauna today are the large herds of fallow deer in the eastern and western
extremities of the parish (over 20 deer in each) whilst Roe deer are also increasing. Destruction
of undergrowth by these animals has led to the near extinction of nightingales in Mayfield.
Perhaps the re-wilding practices at Wadhurst Park will halt this decline. The re-introduction of
wild storks is planned there.
Using a map for exploring the parish can (as I know from experience) lead to getting lost.
Perhaps novices can learn to navigate by using printed walk directions in tandem with a map,
using woodland, field boundaries, streams and the position of the sun. Woodland clearance,
footpath diversions and heavy cloud cover are all obstacles to be overcome. With experience,
new skills can be learned to the extent that all routes in the parish can be walked. These routes
should be clearly marked with yellow or blue arrows. Monthly Mayfield walks on the last Sunday
of the month have of course been suspended. Resumption will be notified in these pages.
Tim Cornish

ST. DUNSTAN’S CHURCH CLOCK
The clock fell silent a few times at the beginning of the year and could be reinvigorated
by pressing an electrical reset button. However, in March, just as Covid-19 struck, the fault
condition became permanent; the electric motor mechanism that winds the weight, which
powers the chimes, failed every time it was used and the dong, ding, dang, dong failed to
happen. This meant that bong, bong did not happen either. Silence. The auto wind mechanism
is now 45 years old and spare parts, according to Smiths of Derby, who made the clock and
service it once a year, are no longer available. They have been invited to provide a quotation
for a replacement mechanism.
Tony Woodliffe

THE NICHOLSON (CHURCH OF ENGLAND) TRUST
I was pleased to be able to present Bibles to our Year 6 Leavers, on behalf of the Nicholson
Trust, for the last time to Mayfield CE Primary School and I am sorry I could not do the same at
Five Ashes CEP. But, rest assured, we will be providing new ones at the beginning of September
for all the new Year 6s. We have also recently committed future funding for a Part-time Children
and Family Worker, for a period of 3 years, across the Parish. We are also looking into a feasibility
study for improving the layout and facilities of Five Ashes School.
Following my departure, our Trustees have appointed Adrian Hope as Acting Chair, until a
new incumbent is appointed. We also want to say a big thank you to Mary Pennington, who
is stepping down as a Trustee after some 15 years. She has made a wonderful and cheerful
contribution to all things, old and new. Mary is being replaced by Judy Patterson, who lives in
Five Ashes and works as a Financial Bursar for Worth Abbey School.
The Cottage Hospice in Five Ashes is hoping to resume full operation with volunteers in
October ,and our Services in the Good Shepherd Chapel will resume on a fortnightly basis from
13th September at 12noon. There will be posters advertising the dates and we will also publish
them via St. Dunstan’s E-news and the website: www.stdunstansmayfield.org.uk
I want to say a big thank you to our Secretary, Tessa Gregory, who will receive any further
enquiries about our work and commitment to the witness and outreach Church of England in
our local community.
Fr Nigel Prior

FILM ON FRIDAY NEW SEASON
We do not know when the Memorial Hall will reopen or what the arrangements will be when it
does. Given the hiatus of lockdown, we also do not know whether some of the films we want
to show will be available from the distributors, but we have planned the new season anyway!
Some changes will be necessary. With the likelihood that we will need to operate sociallydistanced seating in the Memorial Hall, we are planning a second house for each film on the
Sunday afternoon, after our usual Friday evenings. We will ask members to let us know in
advance which they wish to attend. Guest bookings will need to be paid for in advance, as
operating a till on the door would involve industrial quantities of hand sanitiser. Similarly, and
sadly, it is unlikely that we will be able to operate the bar at the start of the season, with the
additional cleaning regime that would be necessary. However, we will keep this under review as
events unfold. In the meantime, members will be welcome to bring their own supplies.
Despite all these obstacles, we still plan to return for our 21st season on schedule on 25th
September. If the Hall is not then open, we will just wait month by month until it is. We have
selected a wide range of films to show you from Europe, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Brazil. We are
living dangerously as two of them have yet to have a UK release. We will also show For Sama,
the BAFTA winning documentary of life during the Syrian conflict, that members selected for
our May feature, and, as in previous years, the film in April will be a longer one, with a dinner
interval. Elm Green will cook for us again.
Look out for our leaflets, with full details of the programme. They will be available in The
Shopping Basket, Truffles and Burnett’s around the end of July or the beginning of August.
They will also be posted direct to all the members from last season, with a 2/9 discount to
reflect the showings we had to cancel for April and May. All dinner tickets will also be carried
over.
Follow us on twitter at @filmonfriday for up to date information or email me on filmonfriday@
gmail or phone 873310 if you would like to know more. Links to trailers and reviews will be
placed on our website at www.filmonfriday.org in due course.
We look forward to seeing you on 25th September.
Andrew Ratcliffe, Chairman

MAYFIELD BUSINESS FORUM: MEETINGS ON HOLD
MBF meetings are now on hold until we can meet together again in an appropriate way. In the
meantime, we hope everyone stays well and is able to keep their business operating.
Roger Stone
872764/07776 144056 or roger@rogerstoneconsultancy,com

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION – MAYFIELD, FIVE ASHES AND
HADLOW DOWN BRANCH:
We hope that you are continuing to cope with the various restrictions imposed upon us all by
Covid-19 and are managing to stay safe and well.
Various Updates - Nationally Royal British Legion activities that were put on hold are slowly
beginning to recommence, although any branch meetings must adhere to current meeting
guidelines. The 2020 National Conference, due to be held in May, will now be held digitally on
Saturday 19th September. Any RBL member may view the proceedings, but must complete the
registration form, which is on the RBL website, by Friday 7th August in order to do so.
If you visit The Royal British Legion website at www.britishlegion.org.uk the opening page
gives detailed information about the Legion’s response to the Covid-19 outbreak.
Arrangements for the Festival of Remembrance and the Remembrance Sunday parades in
November are still scheduled to go ahead.
Next year is the centenary of the formation of the RBL and hopefully this will be commemorated
in full.

BIRTH OF THE FEW – THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN
80 years ago, on the 10th July 1940, marked the start of the Battle of Britain period which was
to last until 31st October 1940.
Whilst the pandemic has currently darkened our skies, it is in complete contrast to the contrails
seen above the skies of Britain, during the fight between the RAF and the German Luftwaffe.
Had British and Allied aircrew not defeated the Luftwaffe, it is likely that Germany would have
invaded Britain.
During the first phase to 12th August, the Luftwaffe attacked shipping convoys in the English
Channel and Channel ports and coastal radar stations on the South coast. There were
widespread night-time raids all along the coast. It was during this period that Adolf Hitler called
for preparations to be made for Operation Sealion – the invasion of Britain. This demanded
that the British Air Force had to be eliminated.
The second phase to 18th August involved attacks on Airfields and Radar Stations. The Luftwaffe
planned to destroy the aircraft of Fighter Command, either on the ground or in the air. Airfields
and radar stations became the focus of German bombing. The raids destroyed valuable aircraft
and damaged airfields, making it difficult for aircraft to operate. The Luftwaffe launched intense
raids on RAF airfields, focusing their attacks in the south east of England.
The third phase to 6th September saw the Luftwaffe continuing to bomb towns, cities and
airfields across the south coast of England, the Midlands and the north east. It was on 20th
August that the British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, acknowledged the enormous
gratitude to British & Allied aircrew: ”Never in the field of human conflict has so much been
owed by so many to so few.”
The final phase to 31st October saw mass bombing raids against London and other major British

cities. 15th September was Battle of Britain day. The Luftwaffe launched its heaviest bombing
raids on London. Fighter Command successfully fought the attacking aircraft, resulting in heavy
Luftwaffe losses. Two days later Hitler postponed Operation Sealion. With the Luftwaffe denied
air superiority by the RAF, the Battle of Britain ended.
This victory came at enormous cost in lives, particularly amongst the young pilots fresh to air
combat, the essential maintenance and ground staff, the civilian population and the ladies of
ATA who delivered new, unarmed, aircraft from factory to airfield. A truly marvellous effort.
Our Next Branch Meeting – Wednesday, 7th October – Subject to the ability to meet any
restrictions at the time, this is scheduled to be held at the Mayfield Cricket Club starting from
18:30, incorporating the 2020 AGM. Our speaker is Richard Atkins who will be talking about the
life of the legendary World War II fighter pilot Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader, CBE, DSO &
Bar, DFC & Bar.
A Long-Term Date for Your Diary - Poppy Appeal 2020 is expected to start on 25th October.
We look forward to seeing you all as soon as circumstances permit the Branch activities to
return to normal. Finally, our Chairman and all the Committee hope you will all keep safe and
well during these strange and constrained times.
Kevin Swaine 872197 / 07970 787465

MAYFIELD AND DISTRICT U3A
There is definitely a feeling of ‘light at the end of the tunnel,’ as we can now visit the hairdresser
as well as the pub. Having extended our membership year by 3 months, free of charge, until
the end of August, we are looking forward to a fresh start in September. Several of our speakers
for the coming months are prepared to deliver their talks via Zoom. Only a few months ago this
would have been unthinkable but many of our members are using Zoom, or similar, for their
interest groups, fitness classes and for keeping in contact with their families. Our September
speaker, Ian Keable, is offering his talk, ‘The History of the Cartoon,’ via Zoom.
If you are interested in joining the U3A for this talk or any of our activities or interest groups,
please visit the website for details. https://u3asites.org.uk/mayfield
Anna Thompson

MAYFIELD LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETY
(A full programme can be found on the society website at http://www.mayfieldlhs.org.uk).
Visitors to the High St will be interested to see that our famous old cannon has had a face lift.
It has been repainted and has a smart new information plaque. This work was organised by
Mayfield Local History Society. The Parish Council kindly gave a grant towards the total cost.
The cannon was cast at Mayfield Gunfoundry in the 16thcentury, which at that time was a major
producer of armaments for Queen Elizabeth I and others. These cannons were made out of cast
iron instead of bronze, which was far cheaper, using materials from the Weald. You can visit the

VILLAGE PEOPLE

AMY SMITH WITH HER SISTER KATIE

Pictured below are two of her design projects

KATHRYN POGSON, ACTOR
Pictured below Kathy as Lady Anne with Derek Jacobi in
Shakespeare's Richard II at the Phoenix Theatre

CHILDREN OF KEYWORKERS AT FIVE ASHES CEP
SCHOOL IN LOCKDOWN

RECEPTION CHILDREN AT MAYFIELD CEP SCHOOL
have been exploring nature, rainbows & Elmer the elephant

MAYFIELD CEP YEAR 6 FAREWELL CELEBRATIONS
Good Luck at Secondary School

MAYFIELD HORTICULTURAL VIRTUAL SHOW

Adult, teen and under 12s winners: Blooming Marvellous Class

Under 12 winner of the Lego and Decorated Pebble classes

Winners of the adult, teen and under 12s
Home Grown Produce Class

Winners of the adult and teen: I Can't Wait To Eat Class

Craft winners from the adult, teen and under 12s

2020: an extraordinary year, Photography winners

gunfoundry site which is in Vicarage Wood 1-kilometre northeast of the village. This cannon
was a small example, and was found in the stream bed mud in the 1970’s. There is a casting flaw
near the muzzle, so it probably was rejected.
In 1977 the cannon was restored by the History Society to mark Queen Elizabeth II’s Jubilee,
and mounted on a plinth on the High St. Recently the brass plaque had become illegible, so
we decided to renew it with a better one – this was specially cast in aluminium by Leander of
Buxton.
Rob Foster and John Buddle of MLHS cleaned and repainted the cannon and fitted the new
plaque on a varnished marine ply wooden board.
Brian O’Connor Chair, 873477; Richard Tupper, Secretary, 07976 550 890; John Buddle,
Treasurer, 872229

ST. DUNSTAN’S BELL RINGERS
This is only our second entry of 2020 in the Newsletter, due to the Covid-19 lockdown, which
caused St. Dunstan’s church to be closed along with the bell tower and the ringing of the bells.
However, the ringers have not been idle. The Ringing Master Richard Barraclough put together
a Zoom conferencing facility whereby, on what was the normal Tuesday practice night, ringers
were able to take part in a form of practice using an online facility called ‘Ringing Room.’ This
allowed individuals to ring a designated bell in sequence through various methods.
The re-opening of St. Dunstan’s for church services has allowed the ringing of the actual church
bells to restart, but only under very strict controls e.g. social distancing (2 metres), with ringing
limited to 15 minutes, including raising and lowering the bells to be rung. Accordingly, on 11th
July, four bells (numbers 1,3,5,&7), of the St Dunstan’s eight bells, rang out, which limited the
variety of call changes.
Finally during lockdown on a Thursday, when clapping for the NHS and Key Workers, St
Dunstan’s ringers had in mind one of their team, Debra Adams, a nurse, who appeared in
a recent village Newsletter piece and who has been working in Eastbourne Hospital ICU;
someone the ringing team are very proud of. Please stay safe and take care.
JD Morgan

MAYFIELD BAND
As things stand, I feel there is as much chance of predicting what happens next for brass bands
as there is of a weather forecaster telling me what the weather will be doing tomorrow. The
latest rules now state that we are simply not allowed to play together, but there is a small
window of hope, as a scientific investigation has now been commissioned by the DCMS into
whether or not brass playing is safe. Germany and Norway are way ahead of us on this, and
research has already been published, suggesting that playing brass is no more dangerous than
anything else, subject to the usual precautions. However, with our hopes resting on the UK
government’s official ‘dribbleologists’, we are just a little bit stuck at the moment. We have
produced another virtual banding video, “Beyond the Sea”, which you can find on our website,

but we are band players, not soloists, and, now, more than ever, we fully appreciate and miss
the joy of ensemble playing. I recently watched a video of a friend who has just started piano,
playing her first ever duet in public, and, seeing the look of panic on her face, made me think
that part of that joy comes from the child that lives within us all. Kids like nothing more than
being scared – a scary story, a monster, a panto – and in adults we still thrive on that fear. It is
often said that we should do something that scares us every day, something that takes us out
of our comfort zone, and ensemble playing, even in rehearsal, does just that every time you
play. Add in an audience and you have your dose of fear sorted for the next fortnight, and from
that fear, comes the joy of achievement, and the sense of camaraderie from facing up to the
monster together. That is what we really miss.
Of course, there is the music as well. If you are not a pianist or guitarist, you need your mates
to create harmony, and there is nothing better than discovering a beautiful brass chord, when
playing a new piece for the first time, when we look at each other with a special smile which
says “ooh, that was nice”. So, life to be honest is just a tad empty right now, and if those boffs
do not come up with the right answer soon, I might just go and show them just how dangerous
a trombone can be!

Mayfield Youth Band
The kids have also made another lovely video which you can find on the Band’s website, and
we continue to meet weekly on Zoom. To overcome the limitations of Zoom, they have also
been working on solos, which they perform to us at the meetings, which is great fun. One of our
players, Georgia, has also made a recording on piano and horn, and we have produced a video
of her accompanying herself. This is another new and interesting development to come out of
lockdown, and perhaps a useful tool to take back into the real world, but even more than the
adults, the kids need to be together, so fingers crossed for some positive news. I am incredibly
proud of their continued hard work and application, but I really miss the mayhem of our real life
rehearsals. So take care out there folks, to pave the way for a safe return as soon as possible.
Simon Rudge, 872007, simon@mayfieldband.co.uk

MAYFIELD VIRTUAL SUMMER SHOW 2020
We had a tremendous community response with over 170 entries. Our youngest entrant was
just eighteen months old! There were so many participants that most of the classes had to
be sub-divided. The First Prize winning entries were displayed around the War Memorial on
Saturday, 18th July, and a great many rosettes and certificates awarded. Unfortunately, we did
not have enough space to put up all the wonderful photographs we have received. Photos
and winners’ names will be on our website: www.mhs.mayfieldfiveashes.org.uk. There are some
photos elsewhere in this Newsletter, and more will be included in September’s edition.

FIRST PRIZE WINNERS
Flower Arrangement - Yvonne Primett
Lego Island - Luc Dupasquier
Single Hydrangea - Jan Deller
Mars probe - Thackery Fordham
Yellow Rose - Paul Kajzar
Vehicles - Cormac O’Boyle
Wasp on Crocosmia - Milly Bennett
Jesus in a Manger - Valerie Donovan
Sweet Peas - Ken Frost
Shark Pebble - Alex O’Boyle
Wreath - Arwen Huxtable
Pre-School Heart Giant Sunflower - Laura Golder
Bob Ross pebble - Milly Bennett
Dahlia - Rosemary Bayliss
Luna the Llama - Rachel Harland
Single Pink Rose - Mary Williams-Finch
Cardigan - Jennifer Redfern
Pansies - Alex O’Boyle
Mixed media rose - Lauren Ashby
Galway Bay Rose - Alana O’Boyle
Upholstery x2 - Nicky Friend
Garden flowers - Lin Wells
Coconut tree - David Whittall
Pre-School Clematis
Quilt - Barbara Norman
Pre-School sunflower
Cross Stich - Justine Williams
Arrangement of Veg - Yvonne Primett
Mosaic - Sammy Blundell
Veg Patch - Jan Maughan
Cacti picture - Oban Huxtable
Strawberries - Milly Bennett
Space Pyjamas - Rachel Ward
Arwen & raspberries - Arwen Huxtable
Water Colour - Susan Lancaster
Mange Tout - Toby Reynolds
Milk Bottle Elmer - Lottie Smith
Redcurrants - Rosemary Bayliss

Preschool sunflower pictures
Peas - Genevieve Tennant
Tote Bag - Milly Bennett
Pre-School tomatoes
Saga - Amanda Robinson
VE day cake - Alana O’Boyle
Poem - Alana O’Boyle
Breakfast cake - Viv Izzard
Kissing Donks - Rex Wood
Chocolate Cakes - Emily Finch
Catch the World - Rachel Ward
Lego Island - Luc Dupasqiuer
Homemade bread in lockdown - Emily Finch
The Virtual Show Committee would like to extend an enormous thank you to everyone who
supported us and made the event such a success. We are already looking forward to receiving
many more splendid entries from you next summer.
Shirley, Sarah, Nicky and John (Virtual Show Committee)
AGM - Regrettably it has been decided not to hold an AGM this year. With numbers in the
Memorial Hall likely to be restricted to 30 people for the foreseeable future, we would not
be able to accommodate all the members likely to want to attend. Hopefully we will be in a
position to hold it next spring. You can still renew your membership though, by downloading a
form from our website www.mhs.mayfieldfiveashes.org.uk!
Tessa Crowe, chair@mayfieldhorticulturalsociety.org.uk

FIVE ASHES HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
I am so happy to be able to report that we have already received entries to our Virtual Summer
Show which is on the Five Ashes Village Hall website – www.fiveashesvillagehall.btck.co.uk –
follow the link to the Five Ashes Horticultural Society Virtual Summer Show.
At the time of writing, we have had a wonderful growing season in the garden, which bodes
well for further entries in the Virtual Show, the only problem being that the weeds seem to be
enjoying the weather as well – I’m sure those brambles grow by at least a foot overnight! Happy
gardening.
Graham Playfoot 01825 830511

REMINISCENCES FROM JOHN LOGAN
When we came here in 1961 there was about 1/3 acre of silted up pond and scrub behind the
house, with a few mature trees struggling for existence amongst the jungle. A few years later, I
was approached by some neighbours, who had bought an old excavator, to see if I could give
them any work for it. I had been thinking about making a more wildlife friendly area, by taking
out a lot of the silt and some of the scrub, so I told them that they could have a go at it, but my
budget was £500. I was aware that there were some interesting looking trees, but they were
choked by scrub and, although I had studied forestry, I had not identified them all. One of them
turned out to be a Wild Service Tree some 60 feet high and once relieved of its shroud of scrub,
turned out to be a huge asset. The pond attracted wonderful wildlife, including kingfishers. The
tree started to flower and fruit and show beautiful autumn colour, thus fulfilling my requirement
for a really good plant – that it should do at least 2 of these things really well.
We enjoyed our Wild Service Tree for several years, until that night of 17th October 1987,
the Great Storm! We got up next morning to see our tree lying a few feet from our bedroom
window, having snapped off at ground level, its heart black and rotten. Reluctantly I cut it up
and burnt it, resolving to plant a replacement one day. However, about 2 years later I saw a few
inches of shoot with 6 leaves on it, growing close to the old root. The tree had done what nature
does best and left its genes to live on. I subsequently found two more of its offspring further
away. The first one is now a healthy 15 feet high and is in full flower. So, if you want to leave a
tree for future generations, may I suggest a Wild Service Tree?
I am always looking for a good plant combination: they usually occur by accident. I have always
had a big clump of Knipofia – the common Red Hot poker. Like most things they are flowering
wonderfully well this year. They can become invasive. In an open piece of ground in front of
them I planted a clump of Poached egg plant, Limnanthes Douglasil, which I had been given.
They say “never accept plants as gifts” and the Poached Egg plant has suddenly covered
several square yards about a foot high, in front of the Red Hot pokers. The result is a real eyecatcher, but I think keeping them under control will set me a problem for future years.
We spent the last few afternoons in our garden shelter, watching a pair of goldfinches taking
food into a hollow tree a few feet away to feed their brood. On the 7th day (a bit Biblical) we
watched the chicks practising flying. You could read a message into this!

MAYFIELD EVENING WI
July’s meeting should have been our traditional annual Summer Garden Party, which sadly had
to be cancelled.
A July edition of the newsletter to members was produced, which features some lovely
photographs of several members’ gardens - thank you to Gillie Smither, Jill Clark, Yverne
Roscoe, Tania Eccleshall, Bridget Blow and Jenny Whittall.
On Saturday, 11th July, Claire Montagu attended an East Sussex Presidents and Secretaries’
Zoom meeting. The main message was that everyone’s efforts to keep Institutes going were
much appreciated and that we are all learning to adapt to an unprecedented situation. As
Government guidelines changed there would be further updates. The National Federation has
rescheduled the date of the Annual Meeting to 19th April next year, to secure the Albert Hall, in

the hope that, by then, large gatherings will be allowed. The main concern is to always ensure
the safety of everybody. It seems likely that our own Annual Meeting scheduled for November,
will have to be postponed until such time as it is possible to hold a meeting of all members.
One piece of news to highlight is the extension of annual subscriptions to 1st April 2021, which
will be renewable in April thereafter, as it is appreciated that only 3 meetings had been held so
far this year. It is too early to predict what future meetings will be like, but every effort will be
made to ensure Mayfield WI continues.
Members should still be receiving the ‘WI Life’ magazine and those with internet access might
like to explore the ‘My WI’ website which contains lots of interesting information.
Claire Montagu, President - 87264

MAYFIELD BONFIRE SOCIETY
Mayfield Bonfire Society has been hosting a Carnival for many years, and, as one of the largest
Bonfire events in Sussex, it attracts thousands of visitors each September, but we are sad to
announce that we will not be able to put on the event this year. The Covid-19 pandemic and
the various restrictions mean it would be both difficult and irresponsible of us to try to go ahead
with our normal carnival weekend and Sussex Bonfire procession.
Our existing directors, with Chairman, Jo Lee and Secretary, Jill Pring, have worked tirelessly
over many years to make the Carnival such a resounding success, but they have now stepped
down and are planning to take a well-earned break. Their fellow members of the Bonfire Society
are hugely grateful for all the hard work, enthusiasm and determination they have put into the
Society over the years and will miss them dearly.
We now have new Directors and a small group of keen committee members, as well as the
welcome support of the remaining existing members and volunteers, but we do NEED new
members and helpers of ALL ages, if we are to resurrect the Carnival next year and into the
future. Until now a very small number of people have worked behind the scenes throughout
the year, and on the night, to make it possible: from running fundraising events, making torches
and costumes, organising the fireworks, bands, catering and bar, to organising the logistics and
emergency services; and then cleaning up afterwards. Unfortunately, this is simply too much
work for such a small group of people to continue doing and, unless we are able to attract
new members and helpers throughout the year, as well as on the night, we will not be able to
resume the event in 2021. So now is the time for YOU to join in and help, in order that the event
can continue.
We are keen to encourage villagers to join us. You will be warmly welcomed and can help as
much or as little as you are able, but without more practical support from the village we are
afraid it may not be possible to continue. Please contact bolfor@btinternet.com if you would
like to get involved in any way whatsoever.
Mayfield Bonfire Society – Sussex Bonfire at its best!

NUS GHANI, MP, CELEBRATING WEALDEN HEROES
Nus Ghani, MP for Wealden, has launched the ‘Wealden Hero Award’ to celebrate the heroic
efforts of Wealden residents throughout the coronavirus crisis, to extend her thanks and
gratitude to them for their efforts to overcome this challenge, and to celebrate the many acts
of kindness and community spirit throughout the crisis.
Nus is encouraging Wealden constituents to nominate a fellow Wealden resident who has
helped them, their family or the community during the pandemic, whether by volunteering to
help the vulnerable, setting up local volunteer networks, volunteering for the NHS, returning
to work on the front line or in any other invaluable way, to be recognised for their extraordinary
efforts.
To nominate someone for the award, please share your story with Nus at: www.nusghani.org.uk.

MAYFIELD FESTIVAL 2021
The Festival is scheduled for Sunday, 25th April 2021 – Sunday, 9th May 2021 and within this
period will be the Tunbridge Wells International Music Competition from Wednesday, 28th
April 2021 – Sunday, 2nd May 2021. This is the postponed Festival programme from 2020, and
special emphasis is being made to support and celebrate the artists and musicians who have
had such a tough time through the Coronavirus pandemic. Do get the dates in your diaries, as
this will be a wonderful Festival and a time to celebrate getting back to normal after the turmoil
of the lock-down. More details of the events in due course.
Steve Swanton steve@mayfieldfestival.co.uk

MIND BODY SPIRIT
We’ve run out of contributions for now so why not write in with yours? 500 words maximum.

OPEN FORUM
OPEN LETTER FROM PROFESSOR MICHAEL HOLMAN
I spent the happiest years of my life in Mayfield (1944-52), living at Virginia Cottage on Vale
Road. My father, Roger Holman, managed the Wellscroft Gardens Market Garden.
I am now jotting down my memories of Mayfield, starting with the residents of Vale Road.
The 25-inch OS map of Mayfield, published 1932, shows the area of Wellscroft Gardens as
coinciding precisely with the area listed as The ‘St. Mary-in-the-Fields Children’s Colony’. Might
you be able to tell me more about the Colony? Or, perhaps, put me in touch with someone who
can? I would have approached John Eldridge, but he sadly died just a few years ago.
With thanks in advance and best wishes,
Professor Michael Holman

BAKER IRON FOUNDERS
I wonder if anyone can throw any light on a query which has recently been raised by members
of my family as to whether Sharnden Manor, Coggins Mill, was ever at any time owned by the
Baker family (Middle House) branch and descendants of the local iron founders? I believe the
Mayfield History Society had at one time, in its possession, records relating to the last members
of that family living in this village, and where and when they lived. If anyone can help in this
matter we would be interested to hear. My telephone number is 873282. Many thanks.
Cynthia M. Baker

SDR Conser vation
Pest Control Ser vices

0 7 73 6 6 9 0 88 8
0 1 32 3 6 5 6 82 8

01435 884141 or 07765 200423

Traditional
Mole, Mice,
Rabbits, Rats,
and
Squirrel catcher
(No poisons used)
Traditional methods only

PETER KING
Mobile:- 07432 813614
Email
pkingmoles@outlook.com
Mayfield and Five Ashes

Front Cover Picture: Rob Foster, Brian O’Connor and John Buddle of the History Society with the restored Mayfield Cannon.
Thank you to all the local organisations for their images. Please do continue to send us your pictures to mayfieldnewsletter2012@gmail.com

